Saturday, August 11th

8:30am, Ph.D. candidate Nicole Malette will be presenting *Contexts of Competition: Student Mental Health Service Use across Post-Secondary Institutions*, in the session “Health and Belonging among College Students.”

8:30am, Ph.D. candidate Edward Haddon will be presenting *Conservatism, Class and Critical Appraisals of Inequality*, in the “Class, Politics and Inequality” table in the roundtable session “Section on Inequality, Poverty, and Mobility Refereed Roundtable Session.”

10:30am, Prof. Renisa Mawani will be presenting *From Slave Revolts to Social Death*, in the session “Orlando Patterson: The Sociology of Slavery in the Long Durée.”

2:30pm, Ph.D. candidate Adriana Brodyn will be presenting *Stick Normativity: Challenging Persistent Heteronormativity in Research on LGBT Families*, in the session “LGBT Families.”

4:30pm, Prof. Yue Qian will be the presider and organizing the session “Mate Selection and Relationship Formation.”

Sunday, August 12th

*Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP)*

8:30am, Prof. Mabel Ho will be presenting *Transnational and Integration: The Role of Ethnic Organizations*, in the session “International Migration: Transnationalism and Assimilation.”

10:30am, undergraduate Alex Wei Jie Chow will be presenting *When Race-based Policies and Colour-blind Meritocracy Collide: Examining Response to Postcolonial Singapore’s Reserved Presidential Election*, in the session “Critical Dialogue: Race, Colonization, and Decolonization.”

8:30am, Prof. Amin Ghaziani will be presenting *Five Methodological Problems in Gayborhood Studies*, in the session “Analyses of Urban and Rural Spaces, and Racialized Sexual and Gender Identities.”

8:30am, Prof. Sinikka Elliott will be presenting *Low-income Black Mothers Parenting Adolescents in the Mass Incarceration Era: The Long Reach of Criminalization*, in the session “Parenting and Inequality.”

8:30am, Prof. Lindsey Richardson and Prof. MJ Milloy (Department of Medicine) and Ph.D. candidate Kaitlyn Jaffe will be presenting *Trust in Physicians as a Key Dimension of Randomized Controlled Trial Participation in Clinical Addictions Research*, in the “The Doctor-Patient Relationship” table of the roundtable session “Section on Medical Sociology Refereed Roundtable Session.”

8:30am, Ph.D. candidate Jennifer Nora Adkins will be presenting *Unlocking the Dark Side of the Ivory Tower: From Classical to Inclusive*, in the “Inequality in the Ivory Tower” table, and
Ph.D. candidate Tanvi Sirari will be presenting *Telling an Exceptional Love Story: Interrogating Televised Narratives of Mixed Unions in Canada*, in the “Relationship and Reproduction” table in the roundtable session “Section on Race, Gender, and Class Refereed Roundtable Session.”

10:30am, Prof. Wendy D. Roth will be presenting *Feeling Racial Identity, Experiencing Color: How Dominicans and Puerto Ricans Resist U.S. Color Lines*, the thematic session “Feeling Race, Feeling Erased: The Politics of Racial Identity amongst Caribbeans in the United States.”

12:30pm, Prof. Sinikka Elliott will be presenting *Rethinking the Idea of Dietary Acculturation Among Latino Immigrants*, in the “Sociopolitics of Consumption” table of the roundtable session “Section on Consumers and Consumption Refereed Roundtable Session.”

12:30pm, Prof. Emily Huddart Kennedy will be presenting *From Powerlessness to Eco-habitus: Reconsidering Environmental Concerns as Class and Identity Performance*, in the session “Theoretical Directions in the Society-Environment Relationship.”

8pm-10pm, *UBC/UofT JOINT RECEPTION*  Philadelphia Marriott Downtown, Level 5, Salon C. Refreshments served.

**Monday, August 13th**

8:30am, Prof. Emily Huddart Kennedy will be the presider in the session “Conceptual Frameworks and New Frontiers in Energy Justice: From Macro to Micro Levels,” as well as presenting her paper, *Green Consumption and Social Status.*

8:30am, Ph.D. candidate Jing Zhao will be presenting *Migration as Process: the Homemaking Experience of Chinese Canadians*, in the “Interrace and Assimilation” table of the roundtable session “Section on Asia and Asian America Refereed Roundtable Session.”

10:30am, Ph.D. candidate Jennifer Nora Adkins will be presenting *Sleeping with the Enemy: How Black/White Interracial Couples Navigate through Race, Racism, Identity, and Trust*, in the “Racism and Racial Bias: From Past to Present” table, in the roundtable session “Student Forum Refereed Roundtable Session.”

4:30pm, Prof. Joanie Sims-Gould (in the Centre for Hip Health and Mobility, Department of Family Practice), will be presenting *Home Support Workers and Older Men: The Implications of Masculinity for Later Life Care*, in the session “Care and Masculinities.”

4:30pm, Prof. Rima Wilkes and Ph.D. candidate Cary Wu will be presenting *Finding Critical Trusters: A Response Pattern Model of Political Trust*, in the session “Political Culture, Trust and Civic Engagement.”
Tuesday, August 14th

8:30am, Prof. Wendy D. Roth will be presenting Beyond Black and White: How Immigration, Intermarriage, and Genetic Ancestry Testing Complicate Identities and Race Relations, in the thematic session “Life in a New America: Race Relations and Identities beyond the Black-White Binary.”

8:30am, Ph.D. candidate Zachary Hyde will be presenting Giving Back to Get Ahead: Altruism as a Developer Strategy of Accumulation in Public-Private Social Housing, in “The Housing Context” table, and Prof. Rima Wilkes and Ph.D. candidate Cary Wu will be presenting Current Debates in Urban Theory from a Scale Perspective: Introducing A Scenes Approach, in the “Urban Theory and Development” table in a roundtable session “(Dis)Placed.”

10:30am, Prof. Margo Tamez (Nde’ Lipan Apache) (UBCO Department of Community, Culture and Global Studies) will be presenting The Wall Isn’t Beautiful: A Dene Nde’ Perspective on the Numbed and Emotionally Manipulated Genocide Society, in the thematic session “Indigenous America: Aliens on our own Lands - Emotions of Citizenship and Genocide.”

10:30am, Ph.D. student Ryan Stillwagon will be presenting Queer Pop Ups: A Cultural Innovation in Urban Life, in the “Gender and Sexuality” table, in the “Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender Refereed Roundtable Session.”

10:30am, Prof. Yue Qian will be a Discussant in the paper session “Macro-micro Intersections of Gender Inequality.”